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PUTTING PLY TO
UNCONVENTIONAL USES

Ply finds a different reason for existance from the ordinary that we 
present to you - that of the decorative material. 

Design DIY knick-knacks or find pieces worthy of a modern art 
museum in this collection that we put together to inspire you and 

GET YOU THINKING!

A sink chair crafted in ply - who would’ve thought! Is that even 
possible? Wonder of wonders, yes! And the evidence is here! Pair 
this graceful form that brings together flowing lines with a plush 
cushion and what you have is, indeed, a sink chair! Sporting an 
unconventional silhouette and bringing together unusual shapes is 
this piece that stole our hearts

This no-nonsense cupboard is another piece that’s born from 
good old ply. Green metallic highlights add colour to and 
brighten up the wood, giving it a thoroughly modern look, 
especially when paired with the lamps that accessorize and 
frame this piece. Use this to spruce up a space and to add 
storage space alike
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Bringing together the aesthetic and mechanical value of plywood 
is this space-saving set of table and stools crafted in ply and black 
rey stone. Keep redefining your domestic space with small 
experiments such as this one or transform the possibilities of a 
room with it - your call!
All in all, a pleasing piece of woodwork

An angular affair, this plywood partition ensures visibility is not 
hampered even as it partitions space to create separate areas 
within it. Pleasing to the eye as well as novel and surprising in 
its design and form, the piece delivers its objective without 
taking up any considerable floor space whatsoever

This bright and lively display and table set made of ply is just right 
if you want to render a space modern quickly and without too 
much hassle or effort! Shadows play with light to create an illusion 
of varying shades of wood and the natural depth that the 
honeycombs create add another dimension to the piece


